**MOTORCRAFT®**

**BLEND DOOR ACTUATOR**

**Quality Parts for Quality Repairs**
- Same parts that came on the vehicle from the factory
- Application specific for easy installation
- 100% functional end-of-line testing maximizes product quality
- OE connector and case ensures proper fit, function and connection
- High impact plastic construction minimizes cracking and stripped gears
- Designed specifically for the application — ensures proper blend door function
- Tested in extreme vibration, temperature and humidity conditions
- These ARE the OE spec parts

**Tested for Long Life**
- Tested to ensure quiet operation at a variety of temperature/humidity conditions
- EMC testing ensures compatibility with other vehicle electrical systems
- Key life testing simulates 10 year/150,000 mile service life
- In addition to the above tests, actuators are also installed in vehicle for durability and EMC testing

**OE connectors**
- Easy snap-tight fit
- Ensures proper connections

**Tested tolerances**
- Actuator speed and current draw must meet stringent specs
- Rotational and axial play is limited, ensuring tight operation

**Application specific**
- For quicker installations
- Always a proper fit
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